W
e define a notion of higher-order directional derivative of a smooth function and use it to establish three simple formulae for the nth derivative of the composition of two functions. These three "higher-order chain rules" are alternatives to the classical Fag{ di Bruno formula. They are less explicit than Fa~ di Bruno's formula but are much simpler and avoid Diophantine or combinatorial complications.
In principle it is easy to calculate a higher derivative of the composition fog of two sufficiently differentiable fnnctions fand g: one can simply apply the "chain rule"
(.1"o g)' = ( f' o g)g'
as many times as needed. For example,
(fog)"= ((./" o g)g')' = ( f' o g)' g' + (./" o g)g"
-(f"o g)(g,)2 + (f, o g)g".
By continuing in this vein we can readily obtain an expression for any particular higher-order derivative offo g in terms of derivatives of f and g. Formulae for (fo g)<'~) for an arbitrary positive integer n, have been known since the 19th century: an admirable scholarly article by Warren P. Johnson [8] not only gives several such formulae but also describes the history of the problem. Of all the formulae the most popular is named after Francesco Fa~ di Bruno 1, who published it in 1855 [3, 4] , though according to Johnson [8, p. 228] , the result had been anticipated by J. F. C. Tiburce Abadie in 1850. The formula states that / k,,!f<'~"(g('))\ 1! ) t 2! }ke \ n! ) y,( ( where the sum is over all nonnegative integer solutions of the Diophantine equation kl + 2'{?2 + ' " " + nk,l : n, and k := kl + k2 "Jr-" ' " q-kn.
For example, in the case n = 3, we find that the nonnegative integer solutions of the equation /a.~ + 2/a2 + 3k3 = 3
1A remarkable man, who not only wrote an influential treatise on binary forms ("Theorie des formes binaires" (Paris, 1876), translated into German (Leipzig, 1881)) but was also declared a saint of the Catholic church for his charitable and religious works [5] .
are (kl,k2,k 3) = (0,0,1) or (1,1,0) or (3,0,0) with corresponding values of k being 1, 2, or 3, respectively.
Fa~ di Bruno's formula (1) then gives
FaA di Bruno's formula, and others given in [8] , have a substantial combinatorial aspect; a less combinatorial and generally more transparent treatment is that of Spindler [11] . We shall present an alternative formula for ( f o g)(n) that differs from Fa~ di Bruno's in two ways: it makes use of higher-order directional derivatives, and it avoids combinatorial or Diophantine questions. It would be surprising if anything new could be said about such a classical topic, but we have not found anything similar in [8] or other recent papers [2, 9, 11] . We n e e d e d the formula for the study of the spectral Carath#odory-Fej#r problem: given k X k matrices V0, ~, . .., V,, determine whether there exists an analytic matricial func- We may derive a necessary condition with the aid of a higher chain rule. If such a function F exists then we may consider the function
This f is analytic in A on ~, and for fixed A is a polynomial in z whose zeros lie in ~). Moreover, M f / c~AJ]a=0 for j = 0,1, . . . ,n can be found explicitly in terms of the ~ by the chain rule in Theorem 2 below. One of the main results in [6] states that, subject to a genericity condition, the existence of a function f(z,A) with the appropriate properties is also sufficient for the solvability of a spectral Carath6odory-Fej6r problem.
We give the formula in three slightly different versions, two for the case that g is a function of one variable and a third for more general g. We shall introduce notation for higher-order directional derivatives. As far as we know, this is a new notion.
Directional Derivatives and Higher Chain Rules

DEFINITION 1 Let X, Y be real or c o m p l e x B a n a c h spaces, let f~ be a n open set in X, a n d let f : 11 -+ Y be n times Fr&-het differentiable. W e define, f o r j = O, 1, . . . , n -1, A j f : ~~ X XJ---> y i n d u c t i v e l y f o r Xo ~ ~, X l , X 2 , 9 9 . , x~ E X by
Thus
, Xj ~-and we may write
The exponential function.
Directly from Definition 1 we find, for xj E C,
We regard A , , f ( x o , . . . , x , ) as the directionial derivative of f of order n at xo in the direction (Xl, . . 9 , x , ) . There is another natural interpretation of the appellation "nth-order directional derivative of f " , to wit the function
There is a close connection between 5,, and An.
NICHOLAS YOUNG works on operator theory and complex analysis, with a leaning toward questions arising from H ~ control theory. He took his first and doctoral degrees in mathematics at Oxford University and has held posts at Glasgow, Lancaster, and Newcastle upon Tyne. 2bJhas the merit of a relative economy in the number of its arguments, and earns its keep by virtue of the following three higher-order chain rules. The first two concern functions f o g where g is a function of a single real or complex variable. Let ~ denote either [~ or C. 
PROOF. In the case n = 1 we have
&f(g(t) g'(t)) = .~z f(g(t) + zg'(O) ~=0
= DJ'(g(t))(g'(t)) = (fog)'(O
by the classical chain rule. Suppose the assertion holds for some j < n, that is, for any t E ~,
~Tf g(t) Ajf(g(t),g'(t) .... , g(./)(t)). []
Then, for t E tit, d j+ 1 dj dtJ+-Tf o g(t) = ~ ( f o g)'(t)
_ d j dt j k l.
f ( g( t),g' ( t) ) -at/OJ(~zf(g(t)+zg'(t))z=o)
_ as 0 zg'(b) z=0
OtJ Oz f(g(t) +
The function (t,z)~-+f(g(t) + zg'(t)) has j + 1 continuous derivatives on an open set in ~2 and so the partial derivatives can be interchanged to give d j+l ~~ t zg' ( t) ) z=0' dtJ+ ~ fo g(t) -0 -J(g(t) + Oz
Hence, by the inductive hypothesis,
dJ+l 0 Ajf(g(t) + zg'(t),g'(t) + zg"(t),
' ~176 + zg(j+l)(t)) z=0
dt -/+lf ~ g(t) = 07z "'" = zXj+J(g(&g'(t) .... , gCj+l)(t)).
The theorem follows by induction.
[]
We can give an alternative expression for A,ac and hence for the chain rule (3) in terms of the elementary symmetric functions ok. If z = (zl, . . . , z,) then o-~(z) will denote the elementary symmetric function of degree k in zl, . . . , z,,, so that, for all 3. E C, (A + zp 9 9 9 (;t + zn) = A" + o-~(z)a ~-~ + 9 9 9 + o-~(z). 
LEMMA 1 Let f
Since, for 0 -< j < n -1, we have The third chain rule applies to more general composite functions on Banach spaces. Let Wo E O), u4, . . . , Wj+l ~ Wbe given and, for z in a neighbourhood q* of 0, set Therefore, by induction, the formula holds for n E N. Let us note some simple properties of higher directional derivatives.
PROOF. Given any
[] 
THEOREM 4 Let X, Y be Banach spaces over ~, let ~ be an open set in X, and let f : ~ --+ Y have n continuous Fr~chet derivatives. For any Xo E ~, xl, . . ., Xn, E1 ,~2 ~ X and a E ~,
Examples
Three examples will suffice to illustrate the chain rule formulae in the preceding section.
EXAMPLE 2: Derivatives of e g.
On combining Theorem 2 and Example 1 we find, for any cg3 function g and t ~ C,
--eg(t) = A3 exp(g(t),g'(t),g"(b,g"(t)) = eg(t)(g'(t) 3 + 3g'(t)g"(t) + g"(t)).
By induction for any n E NI there is a (gl(t),g 2(t)) = A3f((gl(t),g2(t)),. . . , (gi"(t),g~e"(t) Anf(xo, . 9 9 , xn) = Z kl! " " 9 kn!(l!) kl 9 . . (n!) te" " " " ' .... '
where, on the right-hand side, the argument :ci is repeated kj times, and the sum is taken over all nonnegative integer solutions for the kj of the Diophantine equation kl + 2k2 + "'" + nk,, = n, and k := kl + 9 9 9 + kn. An independent proof of this formula, together with Theorem 2, would yield yet another proof of the Fail di Bruno formula.
Here is a multivariate example. /3=0
